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A DUMPING SITE IN THE CITY
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By HELLEN MWIHOLEZE (Focus Newspaper)

A dumping site in the
city…………...…….….1

The Nyanza garbage dump in Kicukiro district pollutes local water ways and ground waters. It also diminishes the quality of life and live ability of the area,
according to environmentalists, drains became
breeding grounds for mosquitoes and other dangerous insect, and the dump depresses the value of
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surrounding land neighborhoods since it’s situated in
the city. Microbes from the dump site go straight to
the Rivers hence polluting local water ways and the
ground water which is contributing to the shortage
of safe water in the area. To page 2
Microbes from the dump site to Nyabarongo River
BENISHYAKA IN SOCIOECONOMIC NEEDS OF
RWANDANS

Benishyaka Association is
Non- government women
organization that was
founded in September 1994
after the Rwandan genocide
by a group of 18 Rwandese
women with the aim of addressing the social economic
needs of widows and orphans
affected by the genocide and
HIV/AIDS.
Pic: Mrs Betty Gahima Addressing Youth and Women
Groups in Gitarama.

To page 4
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A DUMPING SITE IN THE CITY ...from page 1

THE RIGHT TO FOOD—FOOD SECURITY

People cannot get safe water from the Nyabarongo River due to the
Today, the world has more than enough food to feed everyone, yet 850 million are food insecure!!!!! Achieving food

Photo source: Benishyaka agricultural activities to
combat food insecurity in the Eastern Provinces of
Rwanda.

Bottles dumped at Kicukiro dumping site

pollution from the Dump site among other reasons like soil erosion, the
dumping of trash, garbage, discarded appliances, old barrels, used tires, furniture, yard debris, oil, antifreeze and pesticides and so on threatens human
health, wildlife and the environment. All kinds of harmful discarded things
from Hospital, factories, and expired goods from the Rwanda Bureau of
standards among others are dumped at the kicukiro dump, this is something

security requires adequate food availability, access, and
use. Agriculture plays a key role in providing -food globally, nationally, and locally in some agriculture-based countries. It is a source of income to purchase food with high
nutritional status. In mid-1970s, as rapidly increasing prices
caused a global food crisis, food security emerged as a
concept. Attention focused first on food’s availability but
then quickly moved to food access and then food use.
Most recently, the human right to adequate food, the International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural
Rights, ratified by 153 states, obligates these states to
progressively realize the right
to food. Food security , by
definition is when all people, at
all times, have physical, social,
and economic access to sufficient, safe, and nutritious food
to meet their dietary needs and
food preferences for an active
and healthy life. The chronically
food insecure never have
enough to eat, the seasonally

A bulldozer burying garbage at Kicukiro dumping site

food insecure fall below adequate consumption levels in the

that has been going on for years. The dump burns up every after three to six
months, something that is dangerous to people working and living in the
area, “How can a dump site be put in the city anyway? It’s very dangerous. People near the dump say it bursts into fire every now and then
even when no one has lit up anything. According to environmentalists, the
dump burns up because of over mixing of garbage. Kigali needs another
place which is far from the city or start separating the garbage otherwise
something big may happen from that mixture of garbage.
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lean season and the transitory
food insecure fall below the

"Our resolve is to alleviate
poverty with the aim to
eradicate it. This is one
noble goal but which, as
reality would have it, is only
tenable in an environment
of peace, security and political stability, which are prerequisites for development," Said by
President Mwanawasa of
Zambia on the 18th, August
2007 while addressing the
SADC Brigade members on
African conflicts as a hinderance to development.

food consumption as a result
of an economic or natural shock such as drought and
sometimes with long-lasting consequences.

BY GAKUMBA J W. (BSc. FST)

ACTIVITIES AND ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE BENISHYAKA ASSOCIATION
Shelter- 112 houses constructed in Rurenge village -Muvumba districtUmutara Province where vulnerable widows and elderly people where
resettled and Provision of Iron Sheets to 44Kibungo beneficiaries.

Education:
The organization has been
sponsoring
more than
1000-orphaned vulnerable children to access formal education in both primary and secondary schools since 1995.More than 65 are now in the university.
150 are children affected/infected with HIV/AIDS.
Tailoring school- offers sewing skills to young girls and women who did not get chance
to complete the formal education.
Solidarity camps for sponsored children.
Health: A dispensary was constructed in Muvumba district-Umutara Province in 1998.
The dispensary has grown to a
health Center.
The dispensary offers medical services (Consultation, Treatment, laboratory services, maternity and immunization) to the people in the village and surrounding
community.
HIV/AIDS prevention. Reproductive Health and HIV/AIDS sensitizations for
women and youth.
Pen-Pal program among high school students in Rwanda and USA to share and
exchange information on HIV/AIDS.
Provided 100 goats to 50 People living with HIV/AIDS as income generating activities as well as paying Health Insurance “Mutuelle de sante” to orphaned vulnerable children.
Food Security:
Rurenge Farm- Beneficiaries in
Rurenge village were given 20 local
cows; they have increased to 80 animals now. Recently, Beneficiaries in
Rurenge village in Nyagatare District
received 9 Fresian cows donated by
Her Exellency the First lady of
Rwanda Mrs. Jeannette Kagame when
officially opening Rurenge Health
Center. Beneficiaries in Umutara,
Kibungo provinces have been provided with agricultural inputs(tools,
selected seeds and fertilizers) to increase their production since all are
entirely depending on subsistence
agricultural production.
To page 6
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BENISHYAKA IN SOCIO-ECONOMIC NEEDS OF RWANDANS……..from page 1
Their Vision is to build a Rwandan society where Vulnerable widows and orphans have better livelihoods and sustainable development and also had a Mission of restoring hope through facilitating the vulnerable widows and orphans affected by the Genocide and
HIV/AIDS to acquire skills, knowledge and capital for sustainable development hence, self-reliance.

The Benishyaka Objectives are:
To assist and give necessary support to widows and orphans affected by the war and Genocide.
To teach and encourage self- reliance among the aforesaid categories of people.
To facilitate vulnerable orphaned children in accessing education.
To promote national unity and reconciliation especially among women and the Rwandan community in general.
To educate and enlighten women, children about their rights and how to protect and defend them.
To grant widows and traumatized children with psychosocial care.
To educate Rwandese people especially women, causes and prevention of HIV/AIDS, provide care and support to people living
with HIV/AIDS.
The Organisation structure:
General Assembly: It is the supreme body of the organization which lays down the broad policies, basic policies and programs of
the organisation. It considers the reports and elects the Board members/Executive Committee and it meets once a year.
Administrative Council/Board of Directors.
It is a committee that ensures the execution of decisions and policies laid out by the General Assembly. It is the administrative machinery of the organisation at all levels and takes measures as it deems fit to enforce decisions and programs of the organisation.
Executive Secretariat: It is headed by the Executive Secretary and it is responsible for the day-to-day running of the secretariat
and ensures the implementation, monitoring and follow up of the program activities.
Benishyaka is also a member of other umbrella
organizations and Networks like Pro Femmes
Twese Hamwe, Ibuka, Land Net, Nile Basin Discourse Forum, Legal Aid Forum.
CURRENT PARTNERS/DONORS
Firelight Foundation in USA
Global Fund For Children in USA
Scottish Catholic International Aid Fund(SCIAF)
Aktion Regen of Austria.
American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee
Red Hot organisation in USA
Trocaire- Great lakes region
FARG(( Fond National Pour l’Assistance aux
Rescapés du Genocide et des Massacres au
Rwanda)
MAP/CNLS
CHAMP(Community HIV/AIDS Mobilization
Project)
Rwanda Association of University Women.
Photos: Benishyaka Association
training villagers in Gitarama on
good livelihood.
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WATER CONFLICTS IN AFRICA “Said Wolf”
In Africa, water conflicts are as a result of drying up of lakes, river pollution, unsafe drinking
water, collapsing fisheries which are sufficiently
intense that entire social systems are at risk, a
new report concludes. The study,
"Hydropolitical Vulnerability and Resilience along International Waters in Africa," was supported by the United Nations
Environmental Programme. It was produced by the Universities Partnership for
Transboundary Waters, an innovative consortium pioneered by Oregon State University.
In the report, local and international researchers outline water problems, opportunities and
issues facing Africa, which consisted of 63 international river basins and many competing
water demands for agriculture, hydroelectric
Benishyaka photo: Community water source in Nyamata
power, fisheries, recreation and environmental protection.
"In terms of water conflicts, parts of northern and southern Africa are in comparatively good shape," said Aaron Wolf,
an associate professor of geosciences at OSU and an expert in water management and conflict resolution. "In these
areas, there are some fairly resilient
political and economic institutions that
have tough issues to deal with, but the
ability to work through them."
In other parts of this vast continent,
however, the conflicts over water and
many other issues may stretch the
abilities of local institutions to manage
them.
"With water issues, we tend to think
of things like pollution, water supply
and demand," Wolf said. "Of course
that is important. But in large parts of
Africa the real issue is one of resilience, whether the ecosystem, economy and political structure can handle
these stresses without collapsing.
The balance of these forces in some
Benishyaka photos:Women projects for water use in brick making in umutara
countries is very tenuous, and it's
essential that the world community understand just how difficult the problems are and provide the help necessary to
address them." The new report provides an overview of those problems, Wolf said, and will be used by the U.N. to
identify problem areas, suggest ways to mitigate conflicts and provide a framework for action. The study is the first of
five volumes of its type that will examine water conflict issues all over the world. A key collaborator on this report was
the Africa Water Issues Unit at the University of Pretoria. The study also reflects the expanding work under way in the
Universities Partnership for Transboundary Waters. A n active collaboration was formed at OSU in 2002 which is still
active around the world. It conducts workshops, operates international educational programs, trains water managers
and helps to reduce conflicts.
In one of its newest projects, the partnership will lead the educational component of a "Water Cooperation Facility"
being formed by UNESCO to address water conflicts globally.
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ACTIVITIES AND ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE BENISHYAKA ASSOCIATION …..from page 3
Training on land use management and Modern farming techniques.

Water tap installed by Benishyaka Association in
one of water scarce areas in Bugesera to solve the
water problem.

Farmers constructing a postharvest keeping facility of the Benishyaka Association’s supported activities in Eastern Province where
Income Generating Activities:
hunger and food insecurity are rampant.
Grinding mill house and milling machines in Umutara, Kibungo-Rusumo

district and Nyamata district in Kigali Ngali province.
6 Small lock up shops constructed in Nyagatare .
Provision of Credits for beneficiaries in Umutara, Nyamata, Rusumo and Kigali city.
A house at Kinamba Kacyiru with 13 units which is rented.
Current Activities Undertaken;
Income generating Activities
-Economic empowerment for widows by engaging them in Income generating activities for poverty reduction and peace building
Agricultural activities/Food Security.
Education for orphaned vulnerable children.829 sponsored in secondary
schools and 25 in the university.
HIV/AIDS Awareness –sensitization on HIV/AIDS prevention and encouraging beneficiaries to go for VCT
Support to PLWA by engaging them in Income generating activities( provision of goats).
Education for children affected/infected children.
Training/Capacity building: Modern farming methods, entrepreneurship,Peace building using DELTA Approach (Development,Education,
leadership and teams in Action).
Challenges faced by the activities of Benishyaka
Working with poverty stricken people who are mainly widows with
many overwhelmingly many needs.(lack of shelter, education for their
children etc..
Increasing number of orphaned vulnerable children due to HIV/AIDS yet
Donors are not willing to support formal education related activities like school fees payment.
Donor dependence – organization’s sustainability not certain as donors are not willing to fund heavy investments for NGOs
Future Perspectives of the Benishyaka Association in community development
Promote self reliance through income generating activities like establishing MF institution
Orphans vulnerable children’s Education.
HIV/AIDS-care and support for PLWAs and Prevention.

Source: Benishyaka Association Annual

Agricultural food processing and transformation.

Activity reports
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SHARED VISION ON NILE DEVELOPMENT FOR MEMBER STATES
The Nile is one of the world’s greatest riches and is of inestimable value for its peoples – a resource which needs to be held in trust for future
generations. Sustainable
development and management of the Nile Basin presents a great challenge and there remain
many opportunities for
growth and development
for the future, bringing
the promise of regional
harmony and economic
development.
At the heart of this challenge is the imperative to
eradicate poverty. Without action today, the
riparian countries will
face many problems
including famine, extreme poverty, environmental degradation and
rapid population growth.
This is a clear challenge
for the peoples of the
Basin and calls for vision
and leadership.
Sourced from:
www.africanwater.org

WATER CONFLICTS IN AFRICA “Said Wolf”
….from page 5
"I think this report to the U.N. will be quite helpful," Wolf said. "African leaders are used to talk about water wars, and now they are talking
about water as an inducement to peace. We're making progress." According to Wolf, the issues in Africa illustrate a counter-intuitive phenomenon often seen around the world - the contentious problems arising over water scarcity, quality and uses are so serious that they often lead
groups or nations to cooperate and make agreements, and those understandings have usually survived even if wars later evolve over other issues.
"Water management is similar to conflict management," Wolf noted in the introduction to the new Africa report. "While the potential for paralyzing disputes is especially high, history shows that water can catalyze dialogue and cooperation, even between especially contentious riparians.
Avoiding water conflict is vital. Conflict is expensive, disruptive, and interferes with efforts to relieve human suffering, reduce environmental degradation, and achieve economic growth."
“But no where in the world, are the challenges any greater than in Africa today”…...experts said. Studies show that more than 600 lakes in Africa
have shrunk dramatically over the past decades, drained by deforestation, pollution and farming. Dams, sewage and industrial pollution have huge
impacts on fisheries too. In 20 years, countries such as Niger lost more than 80 percent of their freshwater wetlands. Sub-Saharan Africa receives
erratic rainfall, and huge sections of the continent may turn into desert. These water shortages are taking place in a region with the highest population growth rate in the world, and estimates are that 25 countries may have severe water shortages in the next 20 years. In the Okavango Basin
of southern Africa, Botswana wants water for ecotourism which puts it into direct conflict with industrial and drinking water demands in Namibia.
Researchers say that, the best successes exist in places with stable governments, treaties, a functioning economy and history of collaboration.
More problems crop up with population growth, unilateral development projects, rapid environmental change and climate variability.
They also observed that issues which can sometimes be dealt with adequately at a national or regional level often degenerate to conflict or outright violence at the tribal or personal level.
“Much of Africa is behind the rest of the world in water management and conflict resolution,” Wolf said. He also continues to
assert that , “as a result, people are suffering and dying. There are things we can do to help, and we hope this new study helps more people understand the serious issues here."
About the OSU College of Science: As one of the largest academic units at OSU, the College of Science has 14 departments and programs, 13 preprofessional programs, and provides the basic science courses essential to the education of every OSU student. Its faculty are international leaders in scientific
research.
Story adopted from the Universities Partnership for Transboundary Waters, an innovative consortium pioneered by Oregon State University, while the pictures were adopted
from the BENISHYAKA water harvesting scheme in the different provinces in Rwanda where water scarcity has become a very huge problem.
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GROWTH AND POVERTY REDUCTION IN AGRICULTURE LEADS TO SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Three out of four poor people in developing countries (890 million people) lived in rural areas in 2002. Most depend on agriculture for their
livelihoods, directly or indirectly. So a more dynamic and inclusive agriculture could dramatically reduce rural poverty, enabling the masses to
meet the Millennium Development Goals on poverty and hunger. There are many success stories of agriculture as an engine of growth, earlier
on in the development process and of agriculture as a major force for poverty reduction. Most recently, China’s rapid growth in agriculture
(thanks to the household responsibility system, the liberalization of markets, and rapid technological change) has been largely responsible for
the decline in rural poverty from 53 percent in 1981 to 8 percent in 2001. Agricultural growth was the precursor to the acceleration of industrial growth, very much in the way agricultural revolutions predated the industrial revolutions that spread across the temperate world from
England in the mid-18th century to Japan in the late-19th century. Agriculture has also offered attractive business opportunities, such as highvalue products for domestic markets (dairy farming in Kenya, aquaculture in Bangladesh, vegetables for supermarkets in Latin America) and
international markets
(specialty coffee in Rwanda,
horticulture in Guatemala
and Senegal, fruits in Chile).
There have been also successes in traditional crops
with new demands, such as
feed-maize exports to China
from Laos and sugar cane for
biofuels in Brazil. Parallel to
these successes are numerous failures in getting agriculture moving. Most striking is
the still-unsatisfactory performance of agriculture in
Sub-Saharan Africa, especially
when contrasted with the
green revolution in South
Asia (figure 1.1). In the mid1980s, cereal yields were comparably low and poverty was comparably high. Fifteen years later in South Asia, yields had increased by more
than 50 percent and poverty had declined by 30 percent. In Sub-Saharan Africa, yields and poverty were unchanged. Food security remains
challenging for most countries in Africa, given low agricultural growth, rapid
population growth, weak foreign exchange earnings, and high transaction
costs in linking domestic and international markets. Important challenges
persist for agriculture in other regions as well. Where growth in nonagricultural sectors has accelerated, especially in Asia, the reallocation of
labor out of agriculture is lagging, concentrating poverty in rural areas and
widening rural-urban income disparities. This remains a major source of
political tensions and insecurity. Where agriculture’s share in the economy
has shrunk significantly, as in Latin America, connecting poor rural households to agriculture’s new dynamic subsectors, either as smallholders or as
workers, remains a challenge. Notably, everywhere, agriculture is a major
user and a frequent abuser of natural resources. By making better use of
water and land and providing such environmental services as managing watersheds, agriculture can make growth more environmentally sustainable.
This chapter takes a macro perspective to show that in many settings it
pays to rebalance incentives facing agriculture, manufacturing, and services
and to invest better and more in agriculture. To design appropriately differentiated policies across settings, this chapter presents a typology of countries based on agriculture’s contribution to growth and poverty reduction: agriculture-based, transforming, and urbanized. It reviews past policies and investment patterns and introduces a framework to understand the political economy behind agricultural policymaking.
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Compiled by John B.Walter Gakumba

The Akagera River: Why do we shy away from an Irrigation scheme?
Story :By Stephen Rwembeho (Newtimes)
If the Nile River succeeded in irrigating Egypt why can’t Akagera River succeed
in irrigating the districts of Nyagatare and Gatsibo of Rwanda?
To grow plants, people
have to learn three
main tasks: how to concentrate desirable
plants into a manageable area; how to prevent weeds from growing there; and how to
best encourage the
plants to flourish.
In short, people should
learn to plant, weed,
and water or drain
crops. In Rwandan climate, there is enough
natural rainfall to grow
staple crops.
But in its dry areas of
Mutara and Bugesera,
crop plants need water,
and it must be provided by the farmer. Irrigation has been the technology
underlying many of the world’s greatest civilizations.
But irrigation is not easy. Irrigation schemes usually require a large investment of money or labour or both.
Water supplies must be safe and reliable.
In each growing season, water of the right quality must be delivered at the
right time and place in the right quantity at the right price, and irrigation
water must later be drained off the crops. Even within one growing season, irrigation systems need continual maintenance. The long-term hazards
of irrigation are even greater. Investment in irrigation projects is most
valuable in dry areas where evaporation is high. Water is never pure, but has mineral salts dissolved in it.
Evaporation will therefore make it saltier still. Rivers flowing through dry areas like Akagera lose water by evaporation, and become salty. Irrigation can only be maintained on a long-term basis in the following conditions: Water is applied in such a way that
salt is not allowed to build up in the soil. Usually, this means that a lot of good-quality water is applied, and that drainage is rapid
and efficient. Soils need a large infusion of fertilizer, to balance the flushing that is required to keep them salt-free. If the Nile
River succeeded in irrigating Egypt why can’t Akagera River succeed in irrigating the districts of Nyagatare and
Gatsibo of Rwanda? To grow plants, people have to learn three main tasks: how to concentrate desirable plants into a manageable area; how to prevent weeds from growing there; and how to best encourage the plants to flourish.
In short, people should learn to plant, weed, and water or drain crops. In Rwandan climate, there is enough natural rainfall to
grow staple crops. But in its dry areas of Mutara and Bugesera, crop plants need water, and it must be provided by the farmer.
Irrigation has been the technology underlying many of the world’s greatest civilizations. But irrigation is not easy. Irrigation
schemes usually require a large investment of money or labour or both. Water supplies must be safe and reliable. In each growing
season, water of the right quality must be delivered at the right time and place in the right quantity at the right price, and irrigation
water must later be drained off the crops. Even within one growing season, irrigation systems need continual maintenance. The
long-term hazards of irrigation are even greater. Investment in irrigation projects is most valuable in dry areas where evaporation is
high. Water is never pure, but has mineral salts dissolved in it. Evaporation will therefore make it saltier still. Rivers flowing through
dry areas like Akagera lose water by evaporation, and become salty. Irrigation can only be maintained on a long-term basis in the
following conditions: Water is applied in such a way that salt is not allowed to build up in the soil.
Usually, this means that a lot of good-quality water is applied, and that drainage is rapid and efficient.
Soils need a large infusion of fertilizer, to balance the flushing that is required to keep them salt-free.
Photos sourced by John Walter Gakumba (NBDF Information Officer)
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Amarebe akomeje kuba ikibazo gikomeye
By Gabriel niyonzima(IZUBA NEWSPAPER)

Amarebe atwikira amazi, ibiri mu mazi bigahura n’akaga

Imiterere y’igiti cy’amarebe

Muri aka karere k’ibiyaga bigari by’umwihariko mu gihugu cyacu cy’u Rwanda igiti cy’amarebe cyo mu mazi gikomeje
kubangamira ibidukikije muri rusange by’umwihariko ibinyabuzima byo mu mazi.
Aya marebe akaba akura buhoro buhoro agakwirakwira amazi yose bityo ibinyabuzima byo mu mazi nk’amafi, n’ibindi binyabuzima
bikahazaharira. Ikindi kandi ni uko byica isura nziza y’imigezi n’ibiyaga ndetse bigasibanganya inzira kubakoresha inzira y’amazi, abakora
ibikorwa byo kuroba, koga, n’ibindi.
Amateka n’imiterere y’igiti cy’amarebe
Nkuko bikubiye mu bushakashatsi bwa P. Salana, and F. Arreguin mu
gitabo cyabo kiswe ‘Strategies for water hyacinth (Eichhornia
crassipes)’ cyo mu w’i 1996 Amarebe ni igiti gikomoka mu muryango
w’ibiti byitwa ‘Pontederiaceae’ naho izina ry’ubumenyi (Scientific name)
ni ‘Eichhornia crassipes’. Iki giti gishobora kugira uburebure bungana na
metero 0.5 naho igiti cyayo gishobora kuzana indabyo zigera kuri 25.
Iki giti cy’amarebe gikwirakwira mu mazi mu buryo bwihuse doreko
umurama wacyo ukwirakwira hose bitewe n’umuyaga ndetse n’amazi
biwukwirakwiza hose bityo amarebe agashinga imizi doreko imbuto
zigize uyu murama zishobora kuramba kugeza ku myaka igera kuri 20
cyane cyane ko ibikenewe mu kuzitunga hafi ya byose biboneka mu mazi .
Ubushakashatsi bwerekana ko iki giti cy’amarebe cyagaragaye bwa mbere
mu mugezi wa Amazone ho muri Amerika y’Amajyepfo naho mu w’i
1884 kugeza mu 1904 iki giti cyakwirakwiriye muri leta zunze ubumwe za
amerika nyuma kiza gusakara no mur’aka karere k’Afurika y’iburasirazuba
muri za 1980 mu kiyaga cya victoria. Iki giti cy’amarebe ngo abantu
bakunze kucyitiranya n’ikindi giti kiboneka mu mazi cyitwa ‘Limnobium
spongia’ uretse ko kino gifite ibibabi by’iroza bifite ishusho
nk’iy’umutima ndetse kikagira imizi ishashagirana mu gihe amarebe agira ibibabi bibyibushye bikunze kuba ari icyatsi ndetse n’imizi
y’umukara. Bumwe mu buryo abahanga batanga bwaba bwakoreshwa kugirango amarebe avanwe mu mazi harimo uburyo bwo
kuyakurishamo intoki cyangwase imashini zabugenewe ariko bagacunga neza ko nta ndabyo, ibibabi cyangwa se ibiti bisigara mu mazi dore
ko mu gihe gito byaba byongeye kororoka. Ubu buryo ariko ngo bukoreshwa gusa iyo aya marebe atarakwirakwira mu gice kinini
cy ‘amazi ; naho iyo yamaze gukwirakwira ku buso bunini ngo hashobora kwifashishwa uburyo bwo gutera imiti mu mazi iyi miti ikaba
yitwa ‘glyphosate’ ariko nabyo bigakoranwa ubushishozi kuko hari ibindi biti byo mu mazi bishobora kwangirika nyamara byari bifite
akamaro, igipimo ni uko hagomba gushirwa ibiro 2 by’iyi miti ku buso bungana na hectare 1.
Ubundi buryo nabwo bushobora gukoreshwa ni udusimba turya amarebe tukaba turi mu moko atatu. Hari utwitwa ‘Neochetina bruchi’
twatangiye gukoreshwa kuva mu w’i 1974 muri Argentine, hari n’utwitwa ‘Neochetina eichhorniae’ twatangiye gukoreshwa mu w’i 1972
ndetse akaba aritwo bivugwa ko tugira umuhate mu kurya amarebe, hari n’utwitwa ‘Niphograpta albiguttalis’ twatangiye gukoreshwa mu w’i
1977. Utu dusimba twose tukaba tumaze gukoreshwa muri America y’Amajyaruguru ndetse n’iyo hagati tukaba twaragize uruhare
rukomeye mu kugabanya amarebe muri ako gace.Mu rwego rwo kurwanya amarebe, mu Rwanda kuva mu w’i 2000 hatangijwe gahunda yo
kurwanya amarebe mu mugezi w’Akagera hakoreshwa bwa buryo twababwiye bw’udusimba turya amarebe ndetse iyi gahunda ikaba igenda
ishyirwamo ingufu kuburyo izanafasha kurwanya amarebe no mu yindi migezi nko mu kiyaga cya victoria ubu cyibasiwe cyane n’iki kibazo
cy’igiti y’amarebe.
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The right to protection of biodiversity must be recognised
The need for food security lies clearly at the heart of the discussions of
the first World Social Forum in Africa. The questions of agriculture must
have polarized a large number of the interventions. The World Food Summit (Rome, June 2002) fixed the total number of people who are victims of
famine in the world at 815 million. This was despite the commitments
made by governments at the first summit (1996) to reduce this number by
half before 2015 which has remained a dead letter: the threat of famine in
Kenya or in the Horn of Africa are too of the newest dramatic confirmations of this failure.
For such an objective to be reached, each country needs to have the legal
ability and the power to ensure its agricultural autonomy in a sustainable
manner. This runs counter to the evolution noted for increased forced
importations by countries in the South, the permanent destruction of their
rural economies and the vice-grip control by the multinationals over their
most vital basic production.
For the African countries, the hardest hit by this programmed regression,
the right of people to feed themselves presumes the emergence of a mode
of development divergent from the western model (even running counter to it). Western
agriculture is more and more mechanised and employing chemical
products on a massive scale, with less and less people actually working on the land. Priority should be given to the peasant family and
internal food production, thus breaking with the tradition inherited
from the colonial period of everything for exportation to the North.
The right to protection of biodiversity must be recognised (local
varieties of crops are being massively replaced by those imposed by
the multinationals), which means that, in particular, there has to be
an end to the dictatorship of patents on life forms, which is the ultimate armament of the multinationals’s arsenal to direct and use resources in their own interest. As well, an international moratorium
on
the
commercial
growth of
GMOs has
to be adopted: just five multinationals rule over the industry of genetically
modified foods, which treat the South as a large scale experimental
ground. Food must be considered as a human right, assured by the Charter of the United Nations. This demand will remain a pipe-dream as long
as agriculture is confronted with unsupportable financial constraints and
modelled according to the rules
of the WTO. The creation of
support mechanisms for the production of local foodstuffs, the
possibility for the south to regulate its imports and to benefit
from a guarantee of stable resources
MEDIA COMMUNICATION
for its exports in order to avoid the
instability of prices, the development NBDF-Rwanda has already established a website
of "interregional markets" between (www.nbdfrwanda.org.rw) from which all general and deneighbouring countries ... all of this tailed information on our activities, achievements, future and
depends on a pre-condition: that food past developmental plans can be accessed. The website
and agriculture, these fundamental also comprises public and membership forums as well as
conditions of society, should be re- chatroom, anyone however, has the chance to register or
moved from the competency of the WTO. Breaking with the total liberalisa- access subscription to our activities and involvement. We
tion favoured by Washington and its allies in the Cairns group would open the
also have a well equipped resource center from which variway to a "new model of agricultural development" capable of responding to the
ous publications on Nile Basin, development and environdemands which are not lacking in expression one more time in Bamako.
ment issues can be accessible to users.
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MEMBERS OF NBDF-RWANDA
N°

ORGANISATION

1

CONTACT PERSON

ADDRESS

MAIN INTERVENTION FOCUS

ARECO-RWANDA NZIZA (Association Rwandaise des Ecolo- MUKAKAMARI Dancilla

e-mail :

Environmental Protection

2

ARJE (Association Rwandaise des Journalistes Environnementaux)

UWIMANA Albertine

rwejass@yahoo.com

Promotion of Environmental Reporting
in different media in Rwanda

3

(RECOR) Rwanda Environmental Conservation Organisation

SEHENE Jean Chrysostome

rwc@planet-save.com

Conservation, Agroforestry, ecotourism and Environmental education

4

SERUKA ASBL

KAYITEGEYE Athanasie

seruka@rwanda1.com

5

IMBARAGA SATP Environmental Trainer Organic Farming

Mrs. SANYU Régina

sanyuregina@yahoo.com

6

URUMURI RW’URUKUNDO

NDIRIMA Denis

Tél/Fax: 575668

7

SOLIDAIRES BENURUGWIRO

MUKABINAMA Edith

solidaires_b@yahoo.fr

Gender, Development, Micro projects
for women

8

JOC/F (Jeunesse OuvriХre Catholique for Girls)

NKUNDIZANA Domina

nkundizana@hotmail.com

Catholic Youth Promotion

9

ISUKU ASBL

HABIYAREMYE J.B

Gender Environmental Protection
Agriculture Parcs protection
Rural Development

Hygiene, Environmental Protection
isuku_rwanda@yahoo.co
m

10

ARDI

RUDASINGWA Emmanuel

Tél: 08571048

Development, Environmental Protection

11

FRSP (Federation Rwandaise du Secteur Privé)

BITWAYIKI Eugène

frsp@rwanda1.com

Private Sector Federation

12

Rwanda Rain Water Harvesting Association

KABALISA Vincent

nilerwa@yahoo.fr

Rain water harvesting

13

RDO Rwanda Development Organisation

BAHORANA Augustin

08594464

Rural development

14

Fondation Nzambazamariya Vénéranda

MUKANTABANA Crescence

mukacresc@yahoo.fr

Gender
Child Rights Protection

15

ACNR (Association pour la Conservation de la Nature au

BIZIMANA Innocent

Inbizimana@avu.org

Nature Conservation

16

ARDHO (Association Rwandaise pour la Defense des droits de l
Homme)

SAFARI Emmanuel

manusafari@yahoo.com

Human Rights

17

CLADHO ( Human Rights Umbrella Organisation)

UWANYIRIGIRA Agnes

572740

Human rights umbralla organisation

18

JOC (Jeunesse ouvriere Catholique Garcons)

KALISA Ernest

kalisajoc@yahoo.com
yahoo.com

Catholic Youth Promotion

19

UGAMA/CSC

SIMPUNGA Innocent

simpunga@yahoo.fr

Capacity building for local CSOs,
tranining

20

PRO-FEMMES/TH

Suzanne RUBONEKA

Profemme@rwanda1.com

21

AREDI (Association Rwandaise pour l Environnement et le
Developpement Intégré)

SIKUBWABO Adélard

aredi@rwanda1.com
tekesik@hotmail.com

22

COSYLI (Conseil des Syndicats Libres au Rwanda)

TWAYIGIRA Jean Léonard

23

CCOAIB (Conseil de Concertation des Organisations d Appui
aux Initiatives de Base)

Prisca

24

Réseau des femmes

UWIMANA Bibiane

25

BENISHYAKA

GAHIMA Betty

26

ARJ (Association Rwandaise des Journalistes)

SEMUKANYA Martin

27

INADES FORMATION

28

12
29

Tél : 522585, 08479390

Gender, Umbrella for Women
Associations
Environmental protection and
Integrated Development
Workers Union

ccoaib@rwanda1.com

Dialogue, capacity building and exchange
for local initiatives

refemme@rwanda1.com

Gender Promotion of Rural Women in
Rwanda

benasoc@rwanda1.com

Gender Support to Women and vulnerable Children

msemukanya@yahoo.fr

Promotion of professional Journalism in
Rwanda

KABAYIZA Eustache

584713

Rural development

(RWEPI) Rwandese Health Environment Project Innitiative

James RUBAKISIBO

Tel: 08856116

Environmental health and protection

CAURWA (Conseil des Autoctones au Rwanda)

SEBISHWI Juvénal

juvesebi@yahoo.fr

Promotion of Indigenous People

